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(C-D) ACA fails to accumulate in HSB1acrA-. Manganese and magnesium ions stimulate the basal activity of ACA and ACB, respectively. ACA and 
ACB activities accumulate in AX2 and HSB1 cells under shaking at 23°C (A), or at mound and pre-culminant stages (M, PC), when plated on agar 
at 13 °C. ACA fails to accumulate in HSB1acrA- cells under similar conditions. Adenylyl cyclase activity is stimulated very weakly by GTPγS in 
HSB1 cells, due to Pia/Rictor being defective, but not at all in HSB1acrA- cells, presumably due to ACA failing to accumulate. 

Random mutagenesis by insertion of a blasticidin resistance plasmid was 
performed  in  HSB1  strain  to  generate  suppressor  mutants.  HSB1  is 
unable  to  aggregate,  thus  it  is  sufficient  to  plate  the  transfected  cell 
population on a bacterial lawn, screening for colonies displaying rescued 
developmental phenotypes. Four independent revertants out of 30.000 
colonies were isolated and their phenotypes are shown in Fig 1.  Two of 
these,  named  9.2  and  10.2,  were  capable  of  forming  multicellular 
structures and mature fruiting bodies. They were further characterized 
genotypically and phenotypically.

1-Identification of pia/rictor suppressor mutants

All members of the HECT E3 family have a modular structure consisting of the C-terminal HECT domain, containing an 
highly conserved cysteine residue (red arrow in Fig2A) essential for enzymatic activity.
We replaced the cysteine residue with serine and transfected both Hect mutated or Hect wild type domain in HSB1HectPH1-  
cells.  As  show the  fig 2B (panel  A)  transfecting the  HECTwt  domain is  sufficient  to  rescue the  suppressor  mutant 
HSB1HectPH1-, restoring the agg-less HSB1 phenotype, whereas replacing the cysteine residue with serine (HECTC5185S) 
results in an inactive HECT, when overexpressed in the suppressor background (panel D). The HECTwt, or HECTC5185S, 
domain fused with GFP were recruited in the nucleus, though HECTC5185S was also found in punctae and larger clumps 
dispersed in the cytoplasm. Bars, 5 µm.

The genomic DNA flanking regions of the disrupted locus in mutants 9.2 and 10.2 were rescued and sequenced. A 
schematic map of the encoded protein harbouring a SPRY, PH, CUB and a HECT domain is shown in fig 2A. The 
HECT domain displays 57% homology and 38% identity with the HECT domain of mammalian HERC1 E3 
ubiquitin ligases.
We name the gene hephA, and the encoded protein HectPH1, to highlight the presence of the PH in addition to the 
HECT domain. HectPH1, in contrast to mammalian HERC1, does not contain RLD domains. We named the Pia/
Rictor suppressor mutant HSB1HectPH1-. Homologous hephA gene disruption in the HSB1 confirmed the rescue of 
its developmental defects. Inactivation of the hephA gene in the AX2 wild type cells, leads to a 3-4 hours delay in 
the  onset  of  aggregation  and  in  tight  aggregate  formation,  whereas  post-aggregative  development  is  mostly 
unaltered but asynchronous. 

2-The gene tagged in  the  9.2 and 10.2 suppressor mutants encodes for a novel HECT ubiquitin ligase, homologous to 
mammalian HERC1, but harbouring a pleckstrin homology domain.
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DdHectPH1  4851 --LRLRHNDRAWEVKLEREGARDAGGPYRDCMTQIVTDLQSRDMNLFLPCQNAQGDVAFNRDKLVPNSSANSPLALQLFEYIGKLIGIAI 4938

HsHERC1    4501 NASDLRLPSRAWKVKLVGEGADDAGGVFDDTITEMCQELETGIVDLLIPSPNATAEVGYNRDRFLFNPSACLDEHLMQFKFLGILMGVAI 4591

DrHERC1    4499 NASDLRLPSRAWKVKLVGEGADDAGGVFDDTITEMCQELETGVVDLLIPSPNAAAEVGYNRDRFLLNPSACLEEHLLQFKFLGILMGVAI 4588

XtHERC1    3625 NASDLRLPSRAWKVKLVGEGADDAGGVFDDTITEMCQELETGVVDLLIPSPNATAEVGYNRDRFLLNPSSGLDEHLMQFKFLGILMGVAI 3715

DmHERC2    4547 ---ALALPHRVWKVKFVGESVDDCGGGYSESIAEMCDELQNGSVPLLINTPNGRGEAGANRDCFLLDPTLSSVLQMNMFRFLGVLMGIAV 4634

                    *    * * **   *   *.** . ......  .*.   . * . . *   .   ***  .   .      .  * ..* *.*.*.

DdHectPH1  4939 RTKNCIELSLPSIVWKSLVCAKVDRQDLKTIDKYITNFLELLEGTSNEESKLTNEVFSDYIDQNFTAHSIDGSLIELIPDGKSIQVHWDN 5028

HsHERC1    4592 RTKKPLDLHLAPLVWKQLCCVPLTLEDLEEVDLLYVQTLNSILHIEDSGITEE-SFHEMIPLDSFVGQSADGKMVPIIPGGNSIPLTFSN 4679

DrHERC1    4589 RTKKPLDLHLAPMVWKQLCCIPLSLEDLEEVDLLYVQTLNSILHLEDSGITEQ-NFHEMIPLDSFVGQSADGKMVPIIPGGNSIPLTFSN 4677

XtHERC1    3716 RTKKPLDLHLAPLVWKQLCCIPLTLEDLEEVDLLYVQTLNSILHIEDSGITEE-NFHEMIPLDSFVGQSADGKMVPIIPGGNSIPLTFSN 3804

DmHERC2    4635 RTGSPLSINLAEPVWRQLTGEVLRPTDLTEVDRDYVAGLLCIRNMDDD--------PKLFTALELPFSTSSARGHEVPLSTRYTHISPRN 4716

                **   . . *   **. *    .   **  .*      *  .                          .       .        .   *

DdHectPH1  5029 RLEYATLLEQYKLGEFKLQIDAMVKGVSSIIPLHILNIFTWQEIEQRVCGIPGLDIKLLKKHTRYCGLIHSEPRVTWFWRILESFSSEEQ 5118

HsHERC1    4680 RKEYVERAIEYRLHEMDRQVAAVREGMSWIVPVPLLSLLTAKQLEQMVCGMPEISVEVLKKVVRYREVDEQHQLVQWFWHTLEEFSNEER 4769

DrHERC1    4678 RKEYVERAIEYRLHEMDRQVAAVREGMSWIVPVPLLSLLTARQLEQMVCGLPEISVEVLKKVVRYREVDEQQQLVQWFWQTLDDFSNEER 4767

XtHERC1    3805 RKEYVDRAIDYRLHEMDRQVAAVREGMSWIIPVPLLSLLTARQLEQMVCGMPEISVDVLKKVVRYREVDEQHQLVQWFWQTLEEFSNEER 3894

DmHERC2    4717 RAEYVRLALGFRLHEFDEQVKAVRDGMSKVIPVPLLSLFSAAELQAMVCGSPDIPLGLLKSVATYKGFDPSSALVTWFWEVMEEFTNQER 4806

                * **      ..* *   *. *.  *.* ..*. .* . .  ...  *** * . . .**    *         * ***  .. *. .*.

DdHectPH1  5119 TLFLRFVWGRSRLPSPSEFTSNVQFQIYPFIKNESRLYDDDFEDQRNNSNEDHYQIQDEYLPEAQTCFFTLSIPNYSSLDVMKEKLLYAI 5208

HsHERC1    4770 VLFMRFVSGRSRLPANTADISQR-FQIMKVDRP------------------------YDSLPTSQTCFFQLRLPPYSSQLVMAERLRYAI 4834

DrHERC1    4768 VLFMRFVSGRSRLPANTADISQR-FQIMKVDRP------------------------YDSLPTSQTCFFQLRLPPYSSQSVMAERLRYAI 4832

XtHERC1    3895 VLFMRFVSGRSRLPANTADISQR-FQIMKVDRP------------------------HDSLPTSQTCFFQLRLPPYSSQPVMAERLRYAI 3959

DmHERC2    4807 SLFLRFVWGRTRLPRTIADFRGRDFVLQVLEKNPP----------------------DHFLPESYTCFFLLKMPRYSCKAVLLEKLKYAI 4874

                 **.*** **.***          *                                   ** . **** * .* **.  *. *.* ***

DdHectPH1  5209 TSCREIDADFVQPE 5222

HsHERC1    4835 NNCRSIDMDNYMLS 4849

DrHERC1    4834 NNCRSIDMDNYMLS 4847

XtHERC1    3960 NNCRSIDMDNYMLS 3974

DmHERC2    4875 HFCKSIDTDEYARV 4888

                  *  ** *           
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HSB1 cells  respond  chemotactically  to  cAMP diffusing  from a 
microcapillary, though they are only slightly polarized and move 
toward the capillary as single cells,  not  forming streams due to 
their inability to relay the cAMP signal. In contrast, HSB1HectPH1- 
cells polarize and form streams, though shorter compared to the 
wild type cells (AX2). 

To test to which extent spontaneous chemotaxis depended on cell density, starving cells 
were  also  plated  on  agar  at  different  densities.  The  aggregation  efficiency  declined 
roughly linearly  and to  a  similar  extent  for  AX2 and HSB1HectPH1-  cells  at  densities 
varying between 18 and 4.5 x 105 cells/cm2, whereas a significant difference between 
both strains was observed at a density of 2.7 x 105 cells/cm2 and below (Table 1). Thus 
HSB1HectPH1- cells are able to aggregate by spontaneous chemotaxis, even at modest cell 
densities.

3-Cell polarization and chemotaxis are restored in HSB1HectPH1-	

To assess whether adenylyl cyclase B (ACB) might play a role in the HSB1 rescue, we inactivated the ACB 
encoding gene (acrA) in the HSB1 strain. The resulting HSB1acrA- cells do not polarize and move randomly, with 
little if any chemotactic orientation. 

PKBR1 and AKT phosphorylation was also analysed in the AX2HectPH1- mutant (Fig. 4B). Compared to 
the parental AX2 cells, the phosphorylation pattern followed a similar kinetics, but phosphorylation 
was  more  sustained  for  the  mutant.  Taken  together,  these  results  would  be  consistent  with  either 
TORC2 activity being restored in HSB1HectPH1-, or a different kinase replacing TORC2 being activated 
or, finally, a phosphatase being inhibited upon HectPH1 deletion.

Cells  were  stimulated  for  5  hours  with  cAMP and  phosphorylation  events  followed  with  phospho-
antibodies  recognizing  specifically  the  HM  and  AL motifs  of  PKBR1  and  AKT  as  well  as  their 
phosphorylated substrates. As shown in Fig. 4A, cAMP stimulation triggered transient phosphorylation 
of PKBR1 and AKT in wild type AX2, not however in HSB1 cells. PKB substrates were also transiently 
phosphorylated in AX2, but not in HSB1. Remarkably, the phosphorylation pattern of PKBR1, AKT and 
their substrates was restored in HSB1HectPH1- suppressor mutant. 

4-TORC2-dependent PKBR1 and AKT phosphorylation are restored in HSB1HectPH1- 

Starving cells incubated under shaking were treated 
with cAMP pulses every 6 min for 5 h. After 5 h, in 
correspondence  of  two  subsequent  cAMP  pulses 
(arrows),  samples were withdrawn at the indicated 
times, and cAMP assayed. In response to a cAMP 
pulse, cAMP is transiently produced by AX2 cells, 
peaking  at  2  min  and  decreasing  thereafter.  No 
significant  increase  is  detectable  in  HSB1  and 
HSB1HectPH1- cells (Fig. 5A).
During  the  first  five  h  of  starvation,  cAMP 
production  increases  in  starving  WT  cells, 
concomitantly  with  aggregate  formation.  No 
detectable changes in cAMP concentration above the 
level  found  at  the  end  of  the  growth  phase  are 
observed in HSB1 and HSB1HectPH1- cells. (Fig. 5B). 
Thus  ACA  activation,  and  the  underlying  PIA 
activity, are not rescued in the suppressor mutant,

5-cAMP fails to accumulate in HSB1 and HSB1HectPH1-	
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6-cAMP-regulated gene expression and PKA activity are  defective in HSB1 but restored in HSB1HectPH1- despite their 
inability to stimulate ACA 

(A)  Northern blots of total RNA extracted at the indicated times 
from cells,  treated  or  not  with  cAMP pulses,  and  labelled  with 
aggregation specific genes. Expression of csA  and carA  genes is 
induced by starvation and enhanced by spontaneous cAMP pulsing. 
In  contrast  to  AX2,  in  HSB1  the  expression  of  both  genes  is 
reduced, with no enhancement between 3 and 5 h, consistent with 
the inability to spontaneously activate cAMP relay. In HSB1HectPH1- 
gene expression is instead comparable to AX2. Exogenous cAMP 
pulses  lead  to  further  increase  in  all  strains,  as  expected.  In 
HSB1acrA-,  faint expression of both genes is observed at 3 and 5 
hours,  with  a  negligible  effect  of  cAMP pulses,  suggesting  that 
expression of adenylyl cyclase B is essential for genes transcription 
when ACA is inactive. 

The life cycle of Dictyostelium consists of distinct growth and developmental phases. During development, starving cells first aggregate by chemotaxis, and then undergo cell differentiation and morphogenesis forming fruiting 
bodies consisting of stalks bearing on topa mass of spores. Development is regulated by cAMP, which functions as chemoattractant,  extracellular hormone-like signal and intracellular second messenger. Cyclic cAMP is produced 
by three structurally different adenylyl cyclases, ACA, ACG and ACB, which have distinctive, but partially overlapping patterns of expression. During the first hours of starvation, cAMP is secreted and acts by binding to the 
serpentine receptor cAR1, triggering chemotactic cell movement and stimulating the adenylyl cyclase A (ACA) through the Gα2βγ protein, thus activating a signal relaying feedback while concomitantly leading to developmental 
gene expression by PKA activation. G protein-dependent ACA activation requires the concomitant activity of two cytosolic proteins, Crac and PIA. PIA is the ortholog of Rictor (thus named Pia/Rictor), a subunit of the target of 
rapamycin complex 2 (TORC2), together with the serine-threonine kinase TOR, Lst8 and Rip3.  TORC2 is also responsible for the phosphorylation of AKT/PKBs (PKBR1 and AKT). When cells are stimulated with cAMP, 
PKBR1 and AKT are rapidly and transiently phosphorylated within their hydrophobic motifs (HMs) and activation loops (ALs), as it has been described for their mammalian counterparts. In AKT, AL phosphorylation also 
requires the recruitment of the enzyme to the membrane by transient accumulation of PIP3. Because AL phosphorylation in PKBR1 is independent of PIP3, the mechanism of its regulation is not known. The TORC2-PKBs 
pathway is activated at the cell leading edge, where it regulates actin recruitment, and thus cell polarization during chemotaxis. Homologs of these proteins also function in metazoan chemotaxis, hence the importance of 
Dictyostelium as a model organism for studying the molecular mechanisms that regulate chemotaxis and development.
To investigate the intricate signalling network that mediate cAMP signalling, we have exploited near-saturation mutagenesis by restriction enzyme mediated integration (REMI) to generate suppressors of a Dictyostelium mutant 
unable to undergo chemotaxis and aggregation. This mutant, named HSB1, is characterized by a point mutation in the piaA/rictor gene, resulting in a single amino acid exchange (G917D). Both in vivo and in vitro G protein-
linked adenylyl cyclase activation is defective in HSB1. Transfection with the gene encoding the cytosolic regulator PIA rescued the mutant phenotype. When overexpressed in the wild-type background, Pia/RictorG917D displayed 
a partial dominant-negative effect, probably competing with wild-type Pia/Rictor, via the non-mutated domain, thus delaying development. 

INACTIVATION OF A NOVEL HECT E3 UBIQUITIN LIGASE IN A PIA/RICTOR deficient 
DICTYOSTELIUM MUTANT RESTORES CHEMOTAXIS AND DEVELOPMENT

Our data show that ACB is active in HSB1, it is also stimulated by cAR1, as shown by treating cells with cAMP pulses, but produces  a low amount of cAMP.  If HectPH1 is inactivated, this cAMP is sufficient to stimulate spontaneous chemotaxis, though in a narrow spatial range, and 
developmentally-regulated gene expression, very likely by activating PKA. We propose that HectPH1 inactivation results in cellular hypersensitivity to cAMP, such that even small amounts of the signal are able to stimulate the cells. 
We hypothesize that HectPH1 could act at different levels by ubiquitylating: 
1) cAR1 or proteins involved in its endocytosis, therefore stimulating receptor de-sensitization and degradation.
2) components of the PKA signalling pathway, transcription factors, such as GataC, or proteins involved in mRNA maturation, regulating developmental gene expression. 
3) a kinase alternative to TORC2
4) a factor activating a phosphatase antagonistic to TORC2, thus regulating PKB phosphorylation, in the assumption that TORC2, due to PIA/Rictor impairment, is weakly inactive. 

Schematic model of potential HectPH1 ubiquitin targets in cAMP signalling pathways
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(B) Basal and cAMP induced PKA activity in cell lysates.
PKA activity was similar in both starved AX2 and HSB1HectPH1- 

strains, very low in HSB1 cell lysates, but restored to normal level 
by cAMP pulsing. This suggests that PKA fails to accumulate in 
HSB1, due to impaired spontaneous cAMP relay, but accumulates 
normally upon HectPH1 disruption. Fig.6

Fig. 5A Fig. 5B

Cells density              Aggregate formation 

 (105/cm2)                   (aggregates/cm2) 

                                  AX2           HSB1HectPH1- 

18 205 + 14    203 + 10 

9 128 + 16 136 + 17 

4.5 88 + 2 71 + 7 

2.7 62 + 1       32 + 2 

1.35 38 + 2   8 + 1 

0.67   16 + 2   0 

0.33   1 + 1   0 

0.15   0   0 
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